
 

Another way to make rice or grain a little bit more interesting! 

We love rice and lentils in our house.  This recipe was inspired by left over rice and lentils in the 
fridge, I wanted to create a recipe combining both of them with roasted onions, you can also 
do this with roasted peppers or butternut squash. 

Ingredients 
2 or 3 medium to large red onions 
1tsp Turmeric Spiced 
1 Tbs of plain oil (refined coconut or sunflower)  
1 cup of cooked rice 
1 cup of cooked lentils  
1 cup of fried breadcrumbs  
chopped parsley to garnish & add flavour 

Method 
Heat the oven to 160c.  Cook the rice and lentil (if you do not already have any left over).  Cut 
2 red onions in half (keeping skin on) and roast in the oven until cooked through, approx 30 
minutes.  Peel and chop the 3rd onion or if you are using large onions roast 1.5 onions and use 
the last half onion for chopping.   

Heat a frying pan on a medium heat to fry, add 1 tbsp of unflavoured oil and a slice of chopped 
up stale or fresh bread, turned constantly to ensure it browns without burning.  Once browned 
set aside. 

Add to the pan 1 tsp of the Turmeric Oil and gently sweat off, then add the cooked riced and 
lentils mixing all together and ensuring it is completely warmed through. 

Once the onions in the oven are cooked wait for them to cool slightly and remove the excess 
skin, taking some from the outside and some from the inside  until you are left with the soft 
inner bowl, each onion yields about 3 bowls, add the edible remainder of the onion to the 
stuffing mix. 

Stuff the onion bowls with the spiced mixture and warm in the oven for 5 minutes before 
topping with the breadcrumbs and parsley.  

Prep Time 
25 mins prep, 30 Minutes Cooking

Servings  
2 people 

Stuffed Red Onions


